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U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Attn: Document Control Desk
Washington, DC 20555

Gentlemen:

Pursuant to the requirements of Title 10, Chapter 1, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 21, CVI
Incorporate hereby notifies the Commission of a potential for the existence of a substantial
safety hazard involving refrigerant compressors. A potential problem exists with the installation
of a bushing in the gear-type, 3 GPM, oil pump used in these compressors such that the
compressors may fail to achieve and maintain sufficient oil pressure. .

Compressors containing the subject oil pumps are being used by or have been supplied to the
| following facility:

Utility Sits Serial # Model

TU Electric Comanche :?eak 91-E400089D C581-1100-2
91-E400093D C581-1100-2 .

1

j

The compressors are manufactmed by Dunham-Bush in Hartford, Conn. The oil pump is
,

identified as part number PMP85A on Dunham-Bush drawings B5-AP2226-1 and B5-AP2226-2.
|

The compressors utilize either a gear-type or lobe-type oil pump. No problems have been noted
involving the lobe-type pump. Two failures involving the gear-type pump have been noted at
TU Electric's Comanche Peak Plant. At Comanche Peak a compressor containing the lobe-type
pump was removed from service and was replaced by a warehouse spare compressor containing
the gear-type pump. This compressor failed to achieve the required oil pressure and was
replaced by a second spare compressor containing the gear-type pump. This compressor also
failed to achieve the required oil pressure.

Investigation of these failures has revealed that these failures were caused by improper
installation of the oil pump bushing. Dunham-Bush drawings B5-AP2226-1 and B5-AP2226-2
specify an end clearance of .0015 .0035 inches. Due to improper bushing installation, the end
clearance measured on the two compressors which failed at Comanche Peak was .063 .065
inches. After reworking the compressors to achieve the correct clearance, the compressors were
tested and developed the required oil pressure,
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To prevent recurrence of this problem, the following actions have been taken: )

1. CVI will call for a hold point in the fabrication process where the bushing is installed
and will witness the installation to assure compliance with the specified clearances that
Dunham-Bush calls out on their installation instructions.

2. In addition, CVI will call for a hold point to witness the compressor run test to assure
proper oil pressure. I

Recommended corrective actions for individual sites which are using the subject compressors
or have them in storage are as follows:

:

1. Ifin use at the site, observe whether proper oil pressure is being attained. !
|

2. Ifin storage, either test the compressor at the site for proper oil pressure in the running |
condition or return to Dunham-Bush for a run test to see if the proper oil pressure is '

being attained. If a run test is to be done at Dunham-Bush, CVI recommends that the
run test be witnessed to be sure that the proper oil pressure is attained.

Because implementation of these actions requires action by individual facilities, CVI
Incorporated cannot estimate when corrective actions will be completed.

The information related to this defect was obtained on May 3,1993.

A copy of this letter will be forwarded to the affected sites in Paragraph 2

; Sincerely,

CVI INCORPORATED

| *cs

| Thomas Greg rof
| Manager, Quality ssurance
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